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QDM-SSD: Quality-Aware Dynamic Masking for
Separation-Based Speaker Diarization
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Abstract—We improve iterative separation-based speaker di-
arization (ISSD) with quality-aware dynamic masking (QDM). We
call the proposed framework QDM-SSD. Compared with ISSD,
QDM-SSD enhances the simulated data used for model adaptation
through QDM to alleviate the influence of errors in speaker priors.
In addition to data quality purification, QDM-SSD also makes the
adaptation data sparse by automatically adjusting speaker overlap
ratios according to data quality. Furthermore, using a sliding win-
dow over the adaptation data, clean regions in speech segments can
be better localized. Experiments on the two-speaker conversational
telephone speech (CTS) corpus show that the proposed QDM-SSD
framework can reduce the diarization error rate (DER) by 18.56%
relatively compared with ISSD. Moreover, QDM-SSD is shown to
generalize to other two-speaker non-conversation telephone speech
data sets where ISSD fails to work. Finally, we demonstrate that
QDM-SSD can serve as a front-end to improve the performances
of back-end automatic speech recognition.

Index Terms—Data quality control, dynamic mask, speaker
diarization, speech separation, voice activity detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

S PEAKER diarization is a task to segment an arbitrary
audio recording into homogeneous regions according to

speaker identities [1], [2]. It is widely used in many applica-
tions, including meeting summarization, telephone conversa-
tions analysis and speaker based indexing [2], [3], [4]. It can
also be placed as a front-end of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) in multi-speaker conversation scenarios, such as meetings
and home environments [5], [6]. Due to a rising demand in
real-world applications, a series of evaluation challenges for
speaker diarization have been held [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. Specifically, DIHARD Challenge [10], [11], [12] aims
to promote diarization technology development in realistic and
challenging domains.
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One mainstream approach is clustering-based speaker diariza-
tion (CSD), which generates results by clustering speaker rep-
resentations [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. It usually contains
multiple independent modules. For speaker representation ex-
traction, powerful speaker embeddings, including i-vector [19],
d-vector [20] and x-vector [21], have been explored. For cluster-
ing, agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) [13], spectral
clustering (SC) [14], mean shift clustering [15], and k-means
clustering [16] have been attempted. These clustering-based
diarization systems have been proved effective in a variety of
domains, and have achieved good rankings in DIHARD-I and
DIHARD-II Challenges [17], [18]. In particular, the variational
Bayesian hidden Markov model with x-vectors (VBx) [18] has
achieved a state-of-the-art performance among CSD systems
and won the first place in DIHARD-II Challenge. Nonetheless,
conventional CSD methods cannot well handle speaker-overlap
regions in conversational speech as conventional clustering al-
gorithms can only assign one specific speaker label to a speech
segment. Many approaches have been proposed to handle the
overlapping regions in speaker diarization, which can be roughly
divided into two categories. The first category employs an exter-
nal overlap detector to detect the overlapping regions and assigns
additional speakers to the detected overlapping segments. For
example, the overlap-aware resegmentation method [22] and
the overlap-aware spectral clustering method [23]. The second
category employs the end-to-end framework to handle the over-
lapping regions [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. End-to-end neural
speaker diarization (EEND) [24], [25] reformulates speaker
diarization as a multi-label classification problem to directly
predict activities of all speakers at each time frame. Moreover,
audio recordings containing an unknown number of speakers can
be handled by some modifications in the EEND framework [25].
Inspired by EEND and personal-VAD [29], target-speaker voice
activity detection (TS-VAD) was proposed [26], [27], [28],
which can also predict the presence probabilities of all speakers
simultaneously. The main difference is that TS-VAD needs
embeddings of pre-enrolled target-speakers as additional inputs
to avoid speaker permutation problems [24]. Further research
was also explored to estimate an unknown number of speakers
in TS-VAD [28]. In addition, some recent works utilize auxiliary
information from ASR to improve the performance of end-to-
end systems [30], [31].

Speech separation is one of the most straightforward tech-
niques to handle the speaker-overlap regions by separating
each source speaker from multi-speaker mixtures [32]. Most
separation techniques are either time-frequency (T-F) domain
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based [33], [34], [35], [36], [37] or time-domain based [38],
[39], [40]. The former ones first apply the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) [32] to the input speech mixtures to ob-
tain the corresponding T-F representations (or spectrograms),
then use nonlinear regression techniques to directly estimate
individual source spectrograms [33] or corresponding time-
frequency masks [34], [35], [36], [37]. Numerous model archi-
tectures, including feed-forward neural networks [33], recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) [34], convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [35], generative adversarial networks (GANs) [36], and
self-attention based networks [37], have been used. However,
the performances of these techniques remain suboptimal due to
issues related to imperfect phase reconstruction [41]. Recently,
time-domain based neural networks, mostly utilizing encoder-
decoder architectures [42] to directly separate the time-domain
mixtures, have achieved exciting results in speech separation
tasks [38], [39], [40].

Speech separation techniques can be naturally adopted in
speaker diarization task. In [43], streams estimated by separation
models are fed into embedding extraction modules to help the
CSD systems handle overlapping speech. Some other studies
jointly perform source separation, speaker counting and diariza-
tion through multi-task frameworks [44], [45], which implicitly
generate diarization results through speech separation. In ad-
dition, continuous speech separation (CSS) has attracted more
and more research attention recently [37], [46], using data sets
similar to those used for diarization tasks. Since the separation
models are often trained with simulated data, there is a mismatch
between training and testing data when dealing with realistic
recordings due to the unavailability of clean sources, which
causes the separation performances to be unstable [47]. To alle-
viate this problem, our team has proposed different approaches
to separation-based speaker diarization (SSD) [47], [48], [49].
In [47], [48], we investigated some strategies leveraging upon
complementary properties of speech separation and speaker
clustering, and automatically chose the clustering-based results
when separation results were outrageous. In [49], we intro-
duced an iterative separation-based speaker diarization (ISSD)
approach which alternately updated a set of adaptation data and
fine-tuned the separation model, leading to a significant perfor-
mance improvement. Compared with the end-to-end systems,
ISSD can also handle overlapping speech, and the separated
streams can be directly used for back-end processing. By in-
corporating ISSD, our diarization system ranked first among all
submitted systems in DIHARD-III Challenge [50].

Although ISSD achieved top diarization performances when
compared to CSD systems [50], [51], there are still two main
unresolved issues in ISSD. First of all, in generating the adapta-
tion data, information obtained with CSD or from the previous
iteration is utilized. However, these speaker priors often con-
tain errors which contaminate the training data during model
adaptation. This will lead to an over-fitting problem as the
separation model is fine-tuned with only a small amount of
adaptation data. In fact, from the perspective of unsupervised
adaptation, it is common to see errors in priors (also known
as pseudo labels) [52], [53], [54], [55], which is harmful to

adaptation, thereby limiting the performance of the adapted
model. Second, the gap between the separation and diarization
tasks introduces an upper bound on the ISSD performance. For
all SSD-based techniques, the diarization performance heavily
relies on the quality of the separated streams. Nonetheless,
different from the diarization data which contain both over-
lapped and overlap-free regions, the separation model in ISSD is
trained and fine-tuned only on fully overlapping speech mixtures
like in most mainstream speech separation studies [33], [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. This will bias the separation
model towards assuming that the test recordings are also fully
overlapped. Correspondingly, the false alarm errors in ISSD will
increase because many regions are misclassified as overlapped
speech. Although in previous works [49], we have proposed
some post-processing techniques to mitigate over-detection of
overlapped regions in ISSD, the task mismatch problem has not
been fully solved and limits the performance of both speaker
diarization and its application on back-end ASR.

Here, we propose separation-based speaker diarization with
quality-aware dynamic mask (QDM-SSD) to address the above
two issues, which can jointly perform data update and model
refinement in each iteration through quality-aware dynamic
masking (QDM). In QDM-SSD, we first adopt the separation
ability of the adapted model to judge the quality of speech
segments used for adaptation data simulation. Then, we generate
QDMs whose active lengths are variable according to the quality
of the corresponding segments. Through applying the QDMs
on the original speech segments, most poor-quality parts are
masked. This can effectively reduce the influence of the errors
in speaker priors during model adaptation, which alleviates the
first problem in ISSD. At the same time, utilizing the speech
segments masked by QDMs to simulate the adaptation data can
make the data sparse and the styles of the adaptation data similar
to those of diarization data, which effectively alleviates the sec-
ond problem in ISSD. Furthermore, to better control the quality
of the adaptation data, we propose a start-point localization
(SL) technique to capture the clean regions in speech segments
through a sliding window. We verify the effectiveness of the
proposed techniques with a realistic two-speaker conversational
telephone speech (CTS) [15] data set and other two-speaker
non-conversation telephone speech (NCTS) data sets (in which
ISSD fails to work) from DIHARD-III Challenge [12]. The ex-
perimental results show that, in different scenarios, QDM-SSD
decreases both speaker misclassification and false alarm errors
when compared to ISSD. Moreover, the SL method can help
QDM-SSD achieve further improvements. Finally, we employ
QDM-SSD as the front-end for ASR tasks and demonstrate that
QDM-SSD can make the back-end ASR system better handle
overlapped speech.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we give an overview of our previous SSD works. In
Section III, we elaborate on the proposed QDM-SSD framework.
In Section IV, we present experimental results with detailed
analyses. In Section V, we discuss the scalability of the proposed
method under multi-speaker scenarios. Finally, we draw our
conclusions in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. Overall framework comparison for different SSD methods.

II. PRIOR WORK

A. Separation-Based Speaker Diarization

Our previously-proposed separation-based speaker diariza-
tion (SSD) [47], [48] framework is shown in Fig. 1(a), which
mainly contains two modules: separation and detection. Given
an audio mixture y(t) which contains two speakers:

y(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) (1)

where t is the sample index in the time domain. xi(t) denotes
the i-th source signal. We first perform a separation process:

fθ(y(t)) = {x̂1(t), x̂2(t)} (2)

where fθ(·) denotes a separation model with parameter set θ,
and x̂1(t) and x̂2(t) are two separated streams. Here, we train
a widely used time-domain model, Conv-TasNet [38], using the
data set simulated from Librispeech [56]. For the two outputs
of fθ(·), we form an overall loss using a permutation invariant
training (PIT) [57] objective:

E = −1

2

2∑
n=1

l(x̂n(t), xφ(t)) (3)

where x̂n(t) is the n-th separated stream, xφ(t) is reference
speech with a permutation index φ that minimizes E. For l, we
use a commonly adopted metric for separation, namely scale-
invariant source-to-noise ratio (Si-SNR):

l(x̂n(t), xφ(t)) = 10 log10
||x̂′

n(t)||2
||x̂n(t)− x̂′

n(t)||2
(4)

where x̂′
n(t) =

〈x̂n(t),xφ(t)〉xφ(t)
||xφ(t)||2 means the projection of sep-

arated stream x̂n(t) onto reference speech xφ(t), with
〈x̂n(t), xφ(t)〉 being the dot product of x̂n(t) and xφ(t).

In the detection part in Fig. 1(a), we use voice activity de-
tection (VAD) [58] to detect the speaker presence in x̂1(t) and
x̂2(t), obtaining a variable number of Mn segments as:

Xn = {x̂n,j |j = 1, 2, . . . ,Mn} (5)

where x̂n,j represents the j-th segment in the n-th stream. Mn

is the number of the detected segments. By combining the time
labels and channel properties of the speech segments in X1 and
X2, we can generate the corresponding speaker distributions,
including information from the overlapping regions as shown in
the ‘Diarization Results’ of Fig. 1(a).

B. Iterative Separation-Based Speaker Diarization

In Fig. 1(b), we illustrate the ISSD framework [49], [51]. A
key in ISSD improvement is the use of an iterative label-learn-
relabel process in model refinement. As shown in Fig. 1(b), we
first perform an initial segmentation using the speaker priors
from CSD. Then, we adopt the obtained speech segments to
generate adaptation data and conduct a light fine-tuning on the
separation model. Finally, we alternately generate the adaptation
data using speaker priors from the previous iteration and refine
the separation model. The above processes are reflected in the
two new components in Fig. 1(b) added to SSD in Fig. 1(a),
namely ‘Data Generation’ and ‘Model Refinement’ to be de-
scribed in the following.
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1) Data Generation: We first obtain the diarization prior
yi ∈ {0, 1}1×T for speaker i in y(t), whose elements are:

yi,t =

{
0 Speaker i is inactive at t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T

1 Speaker i is active at t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T
(6)

Then we perform the non-overlap selection on yi:

y′
i = yi �m (7)

where m is a time mask with elements mt = 1 if only one
speaker is present at t, and mt = 0 otherwise, and � is an
element-by-element multiplication. We first obtain the time
indexes of the parts in y′

i with a value of 1, and then we can use
the obtained time indexes to capture the single-speaker speech
segments in y(t) for speaker i as:

Si = {si,j |j = 1, 2, . . . , Ni} (8)

where si,j represents the j-th segment for the i-th speaker, and
Ni is the total number of segments. We simulate paired mixtures
by randomly selecting and mixing two L-second-long segments
from S1 and S2, respectively.

2) Model Refinement: Starting with the separation model in
SSD as the pre-trained model, we adapt it to y(t) and fine-tune
the pre-trained model utilizing the simulated adaptation data via
(3) and (4) as in SSD.

The above two processes gradually adapt the separation model
according to y(t), which can effectively improve the stabil-
ity of the separation model and refine the diarization results.
When compared with the state-of-the-art CSD system, the ISSD
framework with proper post-processing methods can yield ap-
proximately 47% relative diarization error rate reduction on the
realistic CTS data set [49]. By incorporating ISSD method,
our overall system ranked the first place among all submitted
systems in the DIHARD-III Challenge [50].

III. SEPARATION-BASED SPEAKER DIARIZATION WITH

QUALITY-AWARE DYNAMIC MASK

Fig. 1(c) shows the overall framework of the proposed
separation-based speaker diarization with quality-aware dy-
namic mask (QDM-SSD). In the proposed QDM-SSD, ‘QDM’
means the quality-aware dynamic mask, which is a vector com-
posed of 0/1 elements. The active regions (the values are equal
to 1) of QDM are determined by the quality of the corresponding
speech segments, and that’s why we call it ‘quality-aware’. In
this paper, the quality of speech segments can be defined as
follows: (1) the good-quality speech segments are the speech
segments that only contain one speaker; (2) the poor-quality
speech segments are the speech segments that include more
than one speaker, which may contain a large proportion of
interfering speech. Similar to the ISSD framework, QDM-SSD
also requires the initial speaker priors to adapt the pre-trained
separation model. However, QDM-SSD does not directly use the
speech segments obtained from the speaker priors, which may
contain some inevitable interfering speech. Instead, QDM-SSD
first applies QDMs on these speech segments to make them pure
and sparse, and then uses them in the model adaptation process,
as illustrated in the ‘Data Update’ module in Fig. 1(c). At the

same time, the adapted model fine-tuned on the purified and
sparse data can help generate more accurate QDMs, resulting in
better-quality adaptation data. Therefore, from the perspective
of system optimization, the main advantage of QDM-SSD over
ISSD is that the former can jointly perform the data update and
model refinement through the QDM, which can also effectively
mitigate the two problems mentioned in Section I. On the one
hand, QDM can block out most misleading speech segments in
adaptation data generation, leading to an increase in data purity,
which can alleviate the impact of errors in speaker priors. On
the other hand, the active lengths of QDMs for different speech
segments are variable according to the quality of the correspond-
ing segments, which enables the overlap ratio of adaptation data
to be set automatically. It makes the adaptation data similar to
the test data of the diarization task, and thus bridges the gap
between speech separation and speaker diarization. In addition,
unlike ISSD which needs to regenerate data in each iteration,
the proposed QDM-SSD updates adaptation data through online
mixing, which effectively simplifies the process.

A. Joint Optimization

Fig. 2(a) details joint optimization, the core module of QDM-
SSD shown in Fig. 1(c), consisting of two interacting parts,
namely, data update and model refinement. In the data update
part, the initial speaker priors are utilized to perform the seg-
mentation on the two-speaker input audio signal y(t), obtaining
the two sets, S1 and S2, which contain the corresponding
hypothetical single-speaker speech segments like in (8). To
generate the simulated mixture, two L-second-long segments
s1, s2 ∈ R1×�L×fs	 are randomly selected from each of S1 and
S2, respectively, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 2(a), where fs is
the sampling frequency. �·	 denotes the floor function. Then, we
fix the parameters of the pre-trained separation model gθ(·) to
judge the quality of different speech segments, which is essential
for generating the corresponding quality-aware dynamic masks.
Through the element-wise multiplication between the original
speech segments and the generated QDMs, we can obtain the
sparse speech segments used for adaptation data generation:

s′i = si � di (9)

where i = 1, 2 denotes the hypothetical speaker index for
the corresponding segment. di ∈ {0, 1}1×�L×fs	 represents the
quality-aware dynamic mask for segment si, which contains
both active part (i.e., the values are equal to 1) and inactive part
(i.e., the values are equal to 0). s′i is the corresponding masked
(or sparse) segment as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Furthermore, at
the beginning of the iterative phase,1 we cannot fully trust the
separation ability of the model. Our previous SSD results [47]
have demonstrated that the simple pre-trained separation model
is unstable on realistic mismatched conditions. So in order to
reflect our confidence in the separation abilities of the pre-trained
models in different iterations, we employ a parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]

1To be consistent with ISSD, the ‘iteration’ in QDM-SSD is defined by
the adaptation data generation process. That is, if the conditions to generate
adaptation data change, we define this as a new iteration.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the main components of the proposed QDM-SSD.

to control the probability of applying QDMs to the original
speech segments as shown in Fig. 2(a):

λ = min (α× (NI − 1) , 1) (10)

where NI denotes the number of iterations. α > 0 is a pre-
defined coefficient which guarantees that λ increases with the
iteration number, i.e., as the number of iterations increases, our
confidence in the separation ability of the adapted model also
increases. Then, we can simulate the sparse mixture utilizing the
masked segments s′1 and s′2. In model refinement, we employ
the generated sparse mixture as the input, and s′1 and s′2 as the
targets to adapt the separation model, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In
this process, we still adopt (3) and (4) to optimize the model
parameters. Ultimately, the adapted model will be used as the
pre-trained model in the next iteration.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), data update needs the pre-trained
model gθ to judge speech quality to generate the corresponding
QDMs (the details will be introduced in Section III-B). The
model refinement needs data update to generate data for model
adaptation. The more the adapted model can generate accurate
dynamic masks to simulate higher quality adaptation data, the
better the simulated data can further improve the adapted model.
Therefore, in general, the two modules of the joint optimization
framework dynamically form a closed loop to improve the
diarization performance. Our experimental results also confirm
the effectiveness of QDM-SSD for alleviating the two problems
mentioned in Section I. It is noted that mask generation is crucial
for joint optimization. We will elaborate on the QDM generation
process next.

B. Dynamic Mask Generation

Fig. 2(b) shows the details of dynamic mask generation,
which essentially utilizes the separation ability of the pre-trained
separation model gθ(·) to estimate the quality of input segments
and then generates the dynamic masks accordingly. For the two
input segments, s1 and s2, we first perform separation utilizing

the pre-trained model, which can be expressed as:

Ŝ = gθ

([
s1

s2

])
=

[
ŝ11 ŝ12

ŝ21 ŝ22

]
(11)

where ŝi1 and ŝi2 are two separated streams of si with i = 1, 2
representing the hypothetical speaker index. Then, we calculate
the relative Si-SNR between the original speech segments and
the two corresponding separated streams:

vi,j = fSi−SNR (̂si,j , si) (12)

where vi,j denotes the score of the j-th separated stream from
the i-th speech segment. fSi−SNR(·) is the Si-SNR function as
indicated in (4). After calculating the relative Si-SNRs for all
separated streams in (11), we can obtain a score matrix, whose
elements correspond to those in Ŝ of (11):

A =

[
v11 v12

v21 v22

]
(13)

Next, we employ the larger of the scores obtained in the two
separated streams from the i-th speech segment as the final score
for the i-th speech segment:

fi = max (vi1, vi2) (14)

where fi denotes the final score. We can also obtain the index
of the separated stream with a higher score for the i-th seg-
ment, which is represented as hi. In the proposed QDM-SSD
framework, we assume that a fully-adapted separation model
can assign most speech segments from the same speaker to
the same channel in the separation results. The experimental
results in Section IV also prove the rationality of this assumption.
Therefore, for the good-quality speech segments which contain
only one speaker, one of the corresponding separated streams
should be assigned to almost all speech, which is very similar to
the original input segment, and the other separated stream should
contain almost no speech, with a very low relative Si-SNR score.
So overall, the maximum values of the two scores obtained in the
separated streams, i.e., fi in (14) for the single-speaker speech
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segments, are usually very high. For the poor-quality speech
segments that contain more than one speaker (also include the
overlapping regions), the adapted model can segregate the input
into two streams according to the speaker identities, resulting
in two separated streams being quite different from the original
input segment. This is likely to result in low relative Si-SNRs (as
defined in (12)) for all separated streams. Correspondingly, the
final scores for these poor-quality segments are also quite low.
In summary, the final scores of the speech segments defined
in (14) can effectively reflect the quality of the corresponding
speech segments: for the high-quality speech segments with
only one speaker, the corresponding scores will be very high,
and conversely, for the low-quality speech segments containing
more than one speaker, the corresponding scores will be very
low. To facilitate the generation of dynamic masks, we scale the
final scores to [0, 1] as follows:

pi =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 fi ≤ τ1

max

(
1

1+exp(−β×(fi− τ1+τ2
2 ))

, pmin

)
τ1 < fi < τ2

1 fi ≥ τ2
(15)

where pi can be considered as the probability of active speech
presence when generating the QDM. As can be seen, the main
component (namely, the sub-function in the second row) of (15)
is a deformation of the Sigmoid function. τ1 and τ2 are two pre-
defined interval endpoints, whose negative mean value − τ1+τ2

2
is also employed as an offset added to the variable fi, control-
ling the horizontal translation relative to the original Sigmoid
function. β > 0 represents the scaling factor which controls
the horizontal stretch in the formula deformation. Therefore,
in general, we scale the range of the scores to [0, 1] through a
monotone increasing function in (15). Then, according to the
obtained pi, we can calculate the length of the active part for the
corresponding dynamic mask:

li = �pi × L	 (16)

where L is the length of the selected segments. Note that there
are some QDMs whose active lengths are zero (pi = 0). For
these QDMs, the corresponding segments usually contain a large
proportion of interfering speech, and the masked signals (i.e., the
target speech) are zeros, so we simply discard these segments
to avoid the undefined values in Si-SNR calculation. It is also
noted that we set the minimum active length of the generated
dynamic masks to L

10 , i.e., the value of pmin in (15) is 0.1.
Our experimental results indicate that this constraint can avoid
generating too many fragmentary segments and attain a better
ability to detect overlapping speech. In essence, it is a trade-
off between under-detection and over-detection for overlapping
speech. After obtaining li, the elements of the dynamic mask
can be calculated as:

di,t =

{
1 �qi	 ≤ t

fs
≤ �qi	+ li

0 otherwise
(17)

where t denotes the index of the sampling point in the speech
segment with the sampling frequency fs. qi represents the start-
ing point for the active part (i.e., the values are equal to 1) in

the dynamic mask. In dynamic mask generation, it’s important
to locate the starting points for the active parts accurately. The
reason is that if we can not find good starting points for the active
parts in the dynamic masks, the poor-quality segments may be
selected when simulating the adaptation data, which will intro-
duce misleading information in the model adaptation. To find
the starting point qi which can accurately locate good-quality
segments, we propose a chunk-wise start-point localization (SL)
method as illustrated in Fig. 2(c), which can localize the start-
point qi, and benefit in selecting the good-quality parts in the
original segments when applying the QDMs. As can be seen, we
employ a sliding window whose length is the same as li in (16),
and we move the sliding window forward by � L

100	 (namely,
stridei = � L

100	) for each time step. Thus the total number K
of windows in different positions for the i-th speech segment
can be calculated as � L−li

stridei
	. Then, we obtain the window-level

relative Si-SNR:

wi,k = fSi−SNR (Wi,k (̂si,hi
), Wi,k(si)) (18)

where k is the position index ranging from 1 to K. In the i-th
segment, Wi,k denotes the sliding window at the k-th position,
and hi is the index of the separated stream with a higher score.
Therefore, the score wi,k is calculated as the relative Si-SNR
between the higher-score separated stream ŝi,hi

and the original
segment si within the window Wi,k. Now, we can select the
starting points corresponding to the relatively high wi,k, obtain-
ing a start-point candidate set:

Ci =

{
k × stridei | wi,k ≥ τ1 + τ2

2

}
(19)

where we assume that the parts with a window-level score of
τ1+τ2

2 or greater can be regarded as good-quality sub-segments.
Through (19), we can maintain enough good-quality parts and
discard most poor-quality parts to enhance the performance of
the adapted model.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSES

We focus on the two-speaker conversations, where both
speech separation and speaker diarization techniques have been
well established. The training set of the pre-trained separation
model was simulated by the Librispeech corpus [56]. We gener-
ated about 250 hours of fully overlapped mixtures by randomly
mixing two speech segments from different speakers. Further-
more, we adopted the development subset (about 3 hours) from
CALLHOME American English Speech (LDC97S42) as our
development set.

For diarization, to verify the effectiveness and generalization
of our techniques, realistic recordings from three domains in
the DIHARD-III corpus [12] were used as the evaluation data,
including ‘Conversational Telephone Speech’ (or CTS), ‘Map
Task’ (or MT) and ‘Sociolinguistic Lab Recordings’ (or SLR).
The CTS domain consists of 61 ten-minute conversations be-
tween two native English speakers (about 10 hours), drawing
from the unreleased Phase II data of the Fisher English col-
lection [59]. The overall overlap ratio is about 12%, which is
quite large in common two-speaker scenarios. The MT domain
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consists of 23 recordings (about 2.5 hours) where pairs of
speakers engage in a map task. All recordings are drawn from
the DCIEM Map Task Corpus (LDC96S38). Statistically, the
overlap ratio of this domain is about 3%. The SLR domain
includes 16 sociolinguistic interviews (about 2.5 hours) recorded
in a controlled environment, and the overlap ratio is about 5%.
All the recordings of this domain are taken from the LDC Mixer
6 collection (LDC2013S03).

We also adopted QDM-SSD as front-end processing for
speech recognition on the HUB5 English evaluation data
(LDC2002S09 + LDC2002T43) [60], which is a widely used
ASR data set with approximately 11-hour conversational tele-
phone speech, drawing from two sources: (i) 20 telephone
conversations from Switchboard (SWB) and (ii) 20 telephone
conversations from CALLHOME (CH). The overlap ratios in
SWB and CH are 4.5% and 8.6%, respectively.

A conventional clustering-based speaker diarization (CSD)
system, namely VBx [18], was taken as our baseline, and the
obtained results were adopted as the speaker priors for ISSD
and QDM-SSD to start the first iteration. Speech used in our
experiments was sampled at fs = 8000. Conv-TasNet [38] was
employed as our separation model. The Asteroid toolkit [61] was
used in our separation model pre-training and fine-tuning with a
learning rate of 0.001. Adam [62] was adopted as the optimizer.
Using speech segments of 3-second long, the pre-training pro-
cess in QDM-SSD was the same as that in ISSD [49], where we
ran 75 epochs. In the iterative phase, we simulated about 4-hour
of adaptation data with an online style in each QDM-SSD iter-
ation, and each simulated mixture is one-second-long (namely,
L = 1), which is consistent with ISSD [49]. In each ISSD or
QDM-SSD iteration, we fine-tuned the pre-trained model for
one epoch, and we also updated the pre-trained model utilizing
the adapted model obtained from the last iteration. We used the
WebRTC VAD2 to detect speech segments in each stream, which
is the default configuration. In all experiments, we used the ora-
cle VAD segment boundaries to refine the detected results, which
is allowed in the first track of DIHARD-III Challenge [12].
Specifically, we used the oracle VAD to mask the silent segments
and filled the neighborhood speaker in the undetected segments.
In addition, to show the superiority of the QDM-SSD, we also
employed a more conservative DNN-VAD as in [51] to detect
the separated results in ISSD, which can help reduce false alarm
errors. The constant α in (10) was set to 0.5. The β in (15)
was set to 0.3. The constants, τ1 and τ2 in (15), were set to
10 and 30, respectively. All hyper-parameters were tuned with
the development set mentioned earlier. The diarization error
rate (DER) [63], consisting of miss (MI), false alarm (FA), and
confusion (CF) errors, was adopted to evaluate all algorithms.

For back-end speech recognition, we simply used the stan-
dard recipe available in Kaldi.3 We adopted a hybrid system,
which includes a bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) based acoustic
model (AM) trained with aligned senones obtained from a set
of tri-phone HMMs. The LSTM model has 3 hidden layers with

2[Online]. Available: https://github.com/wiseman/py-webrtcvad
3[Online]. Available: https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/tree/master/egs/

swbd/s5c

TABLE I
DER (%) COMPARISONS ON THE CTS DOMAIN IN DIHARD-III CHALLENGE

1024 units in each direction. In the decoding phase, a tri-gram
language model (LM) was used. Following the Kaldi recipe,
both the AM and the LM were trained on the Switchboard-1
Release 2 (LDC97S62) data set, which includes 260-hour of
speech data with corresponding transcriptions. To ensure a
fair comparison, we fixed the back-end ASR framework and
employed different SSD methods in the front-end processing
to generate transcripts. Therefore, the qualities of the corre-
sponding transcripts can reflect the effectiveness of different
SSD methods. For the ASR evaluation metric, we adopted
the concatenated minimum-permutation WER (cpWER), which
was used in CHiME-6 Challenge [64].

A. Diarization Performance and Result Analyses on CTS

We first used CTS to evaluate speaker diarization as in [14],
[15], [24], [25], [65]. To further validate the generalization
ability later, we also tested on two-speaker non-conversation
telephone speech (NCTS) in the MT and SLR domains.

Table I presents an overall DER (%) comparisons among
different SSD methods for five iterations on the DIHARD-III
CTS corpus. ‘ISSD (DNN-VAD)’ means employing a more
conservative DNN-VAD for ISSD system. ‘Oracle ISSD’ means
employing the ground-truth labels as the speaker priors to start
the iteration. ‘SL’ denotes the start-point localization techniques
illustrated in Section III-B. To show the effectiveness of the SL
method, we also present the results of QDM-SSD without the
SL method which uses random starting points for the active
parts in the dynamic masks. The QDM-SSD without and with
SL method are denoted as ‘QDM-SSD’ and ‘QDM-SSD +
SL’ in our experiments, respectively. As can be observed, The
ISSD results converge in five iterations, achieving up to 39.12%
relative DER reduction compared with the baseline. Then, with
a more conservative DNN-VAD to reduce the FAs of ISSD, the
smaller DERs can be obtained. Next, the oracle speaker priors
can significantly improve the ISSD performance as shown in the
third column, achieving up to a 47.78% relative DER reduction
compared with baseline. This can be regarded as the upper bound
of the single-system ISSD performance. For the QDM-SSD
framework with random starting points, we achieve better DER
compared with the original ISSD and DNN-VAD-based ISSD,
which is very close to the upper bound of the oracle ISSD perfor-
mance. Finally, with SL, QDM-SSD can attain about an 18.56%
relative DER reduction when compared with original ISSD, and
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Fig. 3. Detailed error (%) comparisons in 1–5 iterations.

outperform oracle ISSD as shown in the bottom row in Table I. To
clearly analyze how QDM improves SSD, we compare detailed
errors among different SSD techniques, starting with the same
speaker priors, as shown in Fig. 3. To illustrate the validity of
the QDM, we also show SSD results with random-length masks
(random length in (0, L]), called RM-SSD. In Fig. 3(a), we can
see that ISSD has the smallest miss errors. This is because in
ISSD model adaptation, all simulated data are fully overlapping,
which biases towards no MIs. Although QDM-SSD produces
more MIs compared with ISSD due to data sparsification, it can
still maintain a good overlap-detection performance as shown
in the green curve of Fig. 3(a). The purple curve shows that
the proposed SL techniques can slightly improve the overlap-
detection performance. However, RM-SSD gets more MIs as
the iteration number increases due to the uncontrolled segment
qualities in adaptation data generation. Fig. 3(b) compares the
false alarm errors. It can be seen that ISSD gets the most FAs
when compared with all the dynamic mask based SSD methods
due to the task mismatch problem. The FAs of QDM-SSD with or
without the SL methods are still smaller than those of RM-SSD.
The confusion error is a quite important indicator which can
directly reflect the purity of the adaptation data. Fig. 3(c) shows
a CF comparison among different systems. As can be seen, apart
from the RM-SSD which cannot control the qualities of speech
segments, all others can maintain the error decreasing tendency
in the iterative process. Furthermore, compared with the ISSD,
the proposed QDM-SSD can further purify the adaptation data,
leading to smaller CFs. This can also reflect the validity of data
update in joint optimization. The SL method can further improve
the purity of the adaptation data in QDM-SSD, achieving the
smallest CFs among all systems. Specially, from Fig. 3 we can
see that, although making the adaptation data sparse can help
the SSD methods reduce the FAs, simply setting the overlap
ratio randomly (as most diarization data simulation algorithms
do [24], [26]) when adapting the model to realistic recordings
will not bring much improvement to SSDs. It even degrades their
performances (as shown in ‘RM-SSD’) due to the uncontrolled
segment qualities in the mixing processes. The proposed QDM-
SSD techniques can effectively alleviate this problem and ensure
the quality of the simulated data when making them sparse, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

To visually observe the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proaches, we use different SSD methods to process a ten-second-
long speech mixture example in the DIHARD-III CTS corpus
and compare the corresponding separation results in Fig. 4. The

Fig. 4. The spectrograms and the corresponding detection results of the
separated streams from different SSD methods. The regions which are falsely
separated in the simple SSD framework are marked with red and blue rectangles.

spectrogram of the mixture and the oracle segment boundaries
for each speaker (Stream 1 in red and Stream 2 in blue) are shown
in the top two rows. Spectrograms and their corresponding
detection results of the two separated streams obtained by each
method are shown in the four rows in the left and right columns,
respectively. The gray bars indicate the false alarm regions. As
can be seen, simple SSD can cause considerable over-detection
of overlapping speech in both separated streams, leading to the
large false alarm errors (DER = 40.66%, FA = 37.9%) due to
the mismatch between the data used in the training and testing
phases. The ISSD [49] can directly utilize the speech segments
from realistic recordings to adapt the model, alleviating the
mismatch to some extent (DER = 21.99%, FA = 18.4%). We
can also see that the Stream 1 of ISSD results almost exactly
matches the corresponding ground-truth label. In the Stream 2
of ISSD results, although the energy of residual speech from the
unrelated speakers is significantly weakened when compared
with SSD (as shown in the blue rectangles), there are still some
over-detection errors of speaker presence. Compared with SSD
and ISSD, QDM-SSD can effectively suppress residual speech
from unrelated speakers (DER = 9.84%, FA = 3.7%) as can
be seen in the corresponding separated streams in Fig. 4. The
clear improvement of QDM-SSD over ISSD can be seen from
the Stream 2, in which most FA errors have been eliminated,
resulting from data sparsification through QDM. Moreover, for
the Stream 1, QDM-SSD+SL can improve over QDM-SSD by
further suppressing residual speech (DER= 8.03%, FA= 1.6%)
as shown in red rectangles. Similarly, QDM-SSD+SL generates
the best separated results in Stream 2. In addition, benefiting
from data purification, the confusion errors in QDM-SSD and
QDM-SSD+SL (CF = 0.2% in both) are also smaller than those
of SSD (CF = 0.6%) and ISSD (CF = 0.7%).
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Fig. 5. Relative frequency (RF) histograms of pi for different speaker priors
from CSD baseline: (a) pi from all priors, (b) pi from the ten-best priors, and
(c) pi from the ten-worst priors.

TABLE II
DETAILED MI, FA, CF AND DERS (%) OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS ON THE CTS

DOMAIN FROM DIHARD-III CHALLENGE

As mentioned earlier, the active length of QDM (i.e., li in (16)
or pi in (15)) is related to the corresponding segment quality and
the quality of speaker priors. To validate this, we show in Fig. 5
the distributions of pi for speaker priors with different quality.
In our experiments, we use VBx to obtain the speaker priors.
We first present the distribution of pi from all CSD priors in
Fig. 5(a). Then we choose the ten-best and ten-worst CSD results
as speaker priors and show their corresponding distributions in
Fig. 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. We can see from Fig. 5(a) that
more than half of the speech segments are entirely used to sim-
ulate adaptation data (i.e., pi = 1) statistically, or we generate
more than 25% of fully overlapping mixtures in the simulated
data, which ensures the ability of detecting overlapping speech
with the adapted model. At the same time, we also generate suf-
ficient sparse speech segments whose lengths are approximately
uniform-distributed in [0.1L,L) supported by the quality of the
corresponding speech segments. This improves the performance
of the adapted model on speech regions with only one active
speaker. Moreover, from Fig. 5(b) and 5(c), we can see that the
distribution of pi is relevant to the quality of speaker priors. For
better speaker priors which can generate good-quality speech
segments, the probability of pi = 1 increases and the probability
of pi = 0 decreases when compared with the worse speaker
priors, as marked by two red dotted lines. The overall mean
value of pi also shows the same trend, which equals 0.7410 for
the ten-best and 0.6606 for the ten-worst CSD priors. Finally,
as shown in Table II, we compare the proposed QDM-SSD with
the advanced end-to-end speaker diarization systems which have

attracted widespread attention recently. We directly list reported
results of VBx [50] and EEND systems [66] in DIHARD-III
Challenge, and we also show the results of TS-VAD in our
DIHARD-III [50] system. We then list results obtained with our
SSD-based systems. Note that the VBx and EEND methods do
not know the number of speakers during inference, which makes
it more difficult for these two methods to achieve good results
compared with SSD methods. Moreover, these methods may
use different training sets, so our goal is not to strictly compare
the DERs, but to see if the proposed QDM-SSD can achieve
similar performance to other advanced end-to-end systems. In
Table II, we divide all results into three blocks. The top three-
row block includes the existing results. The middle three-row
block contains the results of different SSD systems. ITS-VAD
in the bottom three-row block denotes the iterative TS-VAD
algorithm proposed in our DIHARD-III system [50], which uses
the iteration mechanism similar to ISSD and also requires prior
information. From Table II, we can see that QDM-SSD with or
without SL method is on par with EEND or TS-VAD systems.
Comparing the TS-VAD and ISSD results, we can observe that
ISSD yields more FA errors due to the task mismatch between
speech separation and speaker diarization as discussed earlier.
QDM can help ISSD alleviate this issue and suppresses residual
speech from unrelated speakers, though there are still more false
alarm errors in QDM-SSD (or + SL) than in the end-to-end
systems. Nonetheless, the MIs and CFs in different SSD systems
tend to be smaller than those in TS-VAD. The above analysis
shows that there is a strong complementarity between SSD and
end-to-end techniques. Therefore, we take the results of different
SSDs as the priors for ITS-VAD to obtain better results, as we
have done in DIHARD-III Challenge [50]. As we can observe in
the bottom block, for ITS-VAD, using ISSD results as priors can
obtain better results than using the results of pre-trained TS-VAD
as priors, although TS-VAD outperforms ISSD. Moreover, using
the results of the proposed ‘QDM-SSD + SL’ as priors can
help ITS-VAD achieve further improvement (DER = 7.27%),
yielding a better performance than that of our best-performing
system using ISSD results as priors (DER = 7.76%) on the CTS
domain from DIHARD-III Challenge.

B. Diarization Performance on NCTS

To verify the generalization ability of the proposed QDM-
SSD, we also perform the evaluation on the two-speaker non-
conversation telephone speech (NCTS) domains. In particular,
the results in Table I show that the DERs of different SSD
methods mostly converge after the third iteration. Therefore, we
only run three iterations in subsequent experiments. The detailed
DERs among different systems on the map task (MT) and soci-
olinguistic lab recordings (SLR) domains are listed in Table III.
For the MT domain, we can observe that our earlier ISSD method
(DER = 6.17%) underperforms the baseline system (DER =
4.97%), indicating that the ISSD doesn’t work in this domain.
A reason is that in a task with a low overlap ratio such as MT
(overlap ratio is about 3%), although simple ISSD can reduce
MIs by processing overlapping speech, it will increase FAs and
degrade the DER performance. In essence, this is still caused by
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TABLE III
DETAILED MI, FA, CF AND DER (%) COMPARISONS AMONG DIFFERENT

SYSTEMS ON THE MAP TASK (MT) AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC LAB RECORDINGS

(SLR) DOMAINS FROM DIHARD-III CHALLENGE

the task mismatch between separation and diarization. Since the
results of the first ISSD iteration are worse than the initial CSD
priors, we only perform one iteration. The proposed QDM-SSD
can effectively alleviate this problem, achieving a 40.6% relative
DER reduction when compared with the baseline on the MT
domain. The SL method can still bring a slight improvement,
yielding a 42.1% relative DER reduction when compared with
the baseline.

From Table III, we also observe a similar effect in the SLR
domain, which is more challenging due to interfering noises
captured in the interviews. To address this issue, we adopt
speech enhancement method [67] in our DIHARD-III system
to produce enhanced speech for all systems here. However,
ISSD still produces much worse results than the baseline due
to a considerable amount of residual noises. In this case, it
is more important to control the quality of speech segments
used for adaptation data simulation. Therefore, we can see that
SL method can bring significant improvements to QDM-SSD,
achieving 22.3% and 16.2% relative DER reductions compared
with the baseline and the original QDM-SSD, respectively.

C. ASR Performance on SWB-HUB5 and CH-HUB5

One advantage of the SSD methods over CSD and end-to-end
systems is that the separated streams thus obtained can be
directly used for back-end processing, such as ASR. There-
fore, we adopt the proposed SSD-based methods as front-end
processing for speech recognition on HUB5 English evaluation
speech. Table IV lists WER comparisons among different sys-
tems. The original HUB5 evaluation set includes two subsets,

TABLE IV
WERS (%) COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT FROND-END PROCESSES ON THE

HUB5 ENGLISH EVALUATION SPEECH, INCLUDING SWITCHBOARD (SWB) AND

CALLHOME (CH) AMERICAN ENGLISH SPEECH SUBSETS

namely Switchboard (SWB) and CALLHOME (CH) American
English Speech,4 and each recording contains two channels
corresponding to the two parties in the telephone conversations.
As is typical [14], [16], [68], [69], they are merged into a
single channel to evaluate the diarization performance, which
is denoted as ‘Mixture’ in Table IV. We also employed the
original two-channel recordings as inputs for ASR system to
obtain an upper bound on ASR performance, namely the ‘Oracle
Channel’ in Table IV. To verify the effectiveness of applying our
methods in back-end ASR task, we use different SSD methods to
process the single-channel mixtures and obtain the two separated
streams as the inputs for ASR. The number of iterations is
set to 3 for all different SSD methods. We still use WebRTC
VAD to attain the speech segments (denoted as ‘VAD’), which
is consistent with the previous experiments. For the ‘Mixture’
and ‘Oracle Channel,’ we also present the ASR results obtained
with the oracle boundary information for each speaker (denoted
as ‘Oracle’ in the ‘Segmentation’ column), which is actually
equivalent to giving the ground-truth labels of diarization. For a
fair comparison, all systems use the same back-end framework
to generate ASR transcription results. From Table IV, we can
observe that even with the oracle boundary information, the
ASR system that takes the single-channel mixtures as inputs still
generates fairly poor results (WER = 27.9%). The reason is that
the single-channel mixtures contain some overlapping speech
regions, which significantly reduces the quality of the ASR
results. However, overlapping segments are common in conver-
sation speech recorded in realistic conditions [5], [64], [69]. To
address this issue, we use different SSD methods to process the
single-channel mixtures, which can handle overlapping speech,
thus improving the ASR performance. As shown in Table IV, the
results of back-end ASR are consistent with our previous results
on front-end diarization, i.e., the performance of the proposed
QDM-SSD is better than that of the original ISSD. Applying the
SL method can help QDM-SSD achieve a further improvement.
It is worth noting that under the same segmentation conditions

4Note that the recordings in CH of the HUB5 evaluation set are different from
those in CALLHOME American English Speech (LDC97S42) where we used
a subset to serve as our development set.
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TABLE V
DETAILED DER (%) COMPARISONS AMONG QDM-SSD + SL METHOD WITH

DIFFERENT PARAMETER VALUES ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND

EVALUATION SETS

using WebRTC VAD, the ASR system using speech processed by
‘QDM-SSD + SL’ as inputs (WER= 20.9%) can achieve similar
performance to that obtained by the ASR system using oracle
channel speech as inputs (WER= 19.3%). Furthermore, we find
that for the same recordings, using WebRTC VAD will remove
more speech segments with low energy, which is harmful to the
back-end ASR system. This is the reason for the performance
degradation caused by using WebRTC VAD when compared
with using oracle boundary information when adopting ‘Oracle
Channel’ as inputs.

D. Robustness Analysis

Since the proposed method contains a lot of parameters, we
show how the proposed method is sensitive/robust to those
parameters (including α, β, τ1, τ2, and pmin) in Table V. We
present the results of QDM-SSD + SL with different parameter
values on the development set and evaluation set (CTS). The
bold fonts in this table indicate the parameter values we have
chosen in the proposed method. From this table, we can observe
that the optimal parameter values in the development set can
still achieve the best performance in the evaluation set, and the
deviations from these values can lead to performance degrada-
tion, which illustrates the robustness of the proposed method to
the parameter values. Moreover, the values of α and β have a
relatively large impact on the performance. The main reason is
that these two parameters influence the proportion of simulated
data using dynamic masks, which will affect the results to some
extent.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we focus on realistic two-speaker scenarios
because the robust blind separation techniques for realistic
two-speaker (and multi-speaker) scenarios have not been well
established. However, multi-speaker (more than two speakers)

scenarios are crucial in the diarization task. Therefore, we dis-
cuss the scalability of the proposed methods under multi-speaker
scenarios in this section. We think that the following methods are
possible ways to extend the proposed methods from two-speaker
scenarios to multi-speaker scenarios:

1) Applying the two-speaker separation model to generate
the dynamic masks under multi-speaker scenarios. In gen-
eral, three or more people rarely speak simultaneously.
For example, the analysis in [70] shows that over 90% of
the overlaps involve only two speakers for most meeting
domains, even though the meetings involve more than two
speakers. The separation method in [71] also assumes the
maximum speaker number of overlaps to be two to handle
the multi-speaker scenarios. In this case, the relatively
robust two-speaker separation model can be employed to
judge the quality of speech under multi-speaker condi-
tions, thus generating dynamic masks.

2) Adjusting the separation model from ‘one versus one’ to
‘one versus rest’. Similar to [44], [45], we can extract the
speakers recursively to handle the multi-speaker scenarios.
Specifically, we only extract one speaker at each iteration
and then feed the rest speech to the next iteration to extract
subsequent speakers. In this case, the multi-speaker sce-
narios can be handled. We can judge the quality of speech
segments by the number of iterations when performing
the recursive extraction on them, and then generating the
dynamic masks accordingly.

3) Adjusting blind separation to speaker-dependent separa-
tion (possibly using speaker embedding information). At
the same time, instead of only relying on speech sepa-
ration, the more robust end-to-end method (e.g., EEND)
can be used to generate speaker priors, leading to more
stable speech separation performance. In this case, speech
separation can produce reliable dynamic masks to clean
the speaker-specific segments.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a QDM-SSD framework which can
utilize quality-aware dynamic masks to perform adaptive data
purification and sparsification for separation-based speaker di-
arization. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed QDM-SSD framework in both speaker diarization
and speech recognition tasks. In the future, we intend to extend
QDM-SSD to handle realistic issues, such as a variable number
of speakers, adverse environments, and an effective utilization
of poor-quality speech segments.
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